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Territorial imagery and the creation of a Dutch
identity (Paris, 16-17 Dec 20)

Paris, ENS / Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, Dec 16–17, 2020
Deadline: Jul 31, 2020

Esther Guillaume

EXTENDED DEADLINE
Due to the global downturn induced by the present Covid-19 outbreak, the initial deadline for pro-
posal submissions has been extended to the 31st of July 2020.

Imaginary  places,  real  territories.  Territorial  imagery  and  the  creation  of  a  Dutch  identity
(1579-1702)

In 1548, Charles V gathers the Seventeen Provinces into one political entity through the institution
of the Burgundian circle; thirty years later, the Dutch revolt shatters this reunion and institutionalis-
es the rupture with the Union of Utrecht in 1579. Therefore, the creation of a national sentiment,
following the terms of an active process of legitimation in the self-appointed United Provinces
constitutes a significant issue, as its geographical borders constantly fluctuate throughout the
Eighty Years war. This period hence witnesses the progressive definition of a geographical and
cultural frame for the Dutch territory, intertwined with a continuous formulation process of local
identities. Although it’s only during the XVIIIth century that the term vaderland starts to be com-
monly used as a national trope of the Dutch Republic – emanating from a preceding regional
usage – the sole notion of territory is invested with political meaning as early as the XVIth century
in the Netherlands. This symposium aims to study this phenomenon in the visual culture.

In a context of territorial expansion and economic growth, cartography appears as a key element
to observe ideological projections and political claims. Metaphorical maps showing the Habsburg
territory as a regal woman whose head is shaped by the Iberian Peninsula, or the well-known
example of the Leo Belgicus, are evident components of a political rhetoric claiming the historical
and cultural integrity for said territories. In the United Provinces, both scientific information and
exotic fantasies are superimposed in the many nautical charts that paved the way to its economic
hegemony. A close examination of Early Modern painting of interior scenes proves how the icono-
graphic motive of the map became a relevant topos in Dutch visual culture; hence, the visual
apprehension of landscape, real or imaginary, retrospectively participates in the rhetoric of the ter-
ritory in the Netherlands through a variety of genres : topographical views, composite landscapes
integrating existing and fantasized elements, local adaptation of foreign monuments, depiction of
local folklore that embodies a particular place or region etc.

This rhetoric does not limit itself to a patriotic gaze towards its domestic territory but also inte-
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grates foreign or unfamiliar landscapes in the process of national assertion. Whether it morphs
into the narrative of the Dutch Republic as a New Israël, a powerful antiquarianism encouraged by
the many journeys of artists in Southern Europe or in the Eastern World or a polished exoticism of
the New World, artists interweave and converge reality and imagination by summoning the histori-
cal, cultural and religious charge of these territories.

From the creation of a federal State in 1579 to the temporary disappearance of the Stadholderate
in 1702, what role did the visual culture play in the political assertion of a national territory? How
does the artist’s gaze on the territory, local or foreign, real or imagined, allows us to understand
this rhetoric? How exactly are fantasized or real elements of foreign places integrated in a local
visual discourse? What do these images reveal of the public who commissions, buys and looks at
them? Within the process of national and territorial construction, how are these territorial perspec-
tives integrated and part of the enrichment of the Dutch identity narrative?

Considering the variety of these issues, this symposium aims to shed light on the ways in which
Dutch depictions of national and transnational territories participated in the formulation of a
shared identity.  Multidisciplinary discussions will  allow us to examine the terms of territorial
imagery in Dutch visual culture, and their links with the formation of a national myth in the Early
Modern Dutch Republic.

The symposium invites abstracts in areas including, but not limited to the following:
- Dutch artists’ perceptions of foreign territories
- Dutch artists’ perceptions of their own territories
- Encounters between real and imagined territories in Dutch visual culture
- Encounters of regional and national perceptions of identity/territory
- The idea of Dutch folklore as represented by Dutch and/or foreign artists
- Collectors/consumers/producers of a visual rhetoric on identity and territory
- Visual studies on territorial perception in colonial and post-colonial context

We welcome abstracts from researchers and practitioners in all working fields, including, but not
limited to: Art History, Visual Studies, History, Geography, Museum Studies, Architecture.

Please send a 400-500 words abstract as well as a short academic bio by July 31rd 2020 to
symposiumterritories@gmail.com.

This symposium is organized in collaboration between the ENS Ulm, Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
University, and Universiteit Leiden.
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